Localised and Diversified Emergency Response Service
Hongkong Salvage & Towage can with our Hong Kong-based salvage team respond quickly and
effectively to marine accidents on any level and scale.

Our experienced Salvage Masters, Naval

Architects, Salvage Engineers, Consultants and Divers stand ready to assist our clients around the
clock. Our specialised crafts and equipment are always maintained and ready for use.
Our clients can rest assured that Hongkong Salvage & Towage will provide the most professional
services such as:


Emergency Response



Salvage



Oil Spill Response including oil removal



Typhoon Standby Towage



Marine Fire Fighting



Wreck Removal
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Keeping you protected through the Typhoon Season during COVID-19 and beyond
The Typhoon season is nearing, and the risk of calamities at sea is high. Severe damage and
grounding of vessels occurred in Hong Kong during Typhoon Hato and Super Typhoon Mangkhut in
2017 and 2018 respectively.
With the outbreak of COVID-19, marine specialists, supporting vessels and equipment might not
be able to be mobilised in time from abroad to Hong Kong due to various travel and trade
restrictions, hence hampering your ability to respond to marine casualties.
The highest proactive precautions have to be taken to ensure that Hong Kong harbour and our
client's interests are well protected during these adverse times.
In response to this, Hongkong Salvage & Towage has further strengthened its cooperation with
a panel of Hong Kong-based and internationally well-known salvage professionals,
including Capt Hans Langsrud from Marine Masters Hong Kong and Capt Alan Loynd from
Branscombe Marine Consultants Ltd.
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Hongkong Salvage & Towage

Comprehensive Services & Solutions available from Hong Kong

A division of Hongkong United Dockyards Limited (a joint venture between CK Hutchison and Swire



7-day x 24-Hour Operational Control Centre

Pacific) and being one of the main pillars in the Hong Kong maritime industry, we provide



Contemporary Harbour and Ocean-going tug fleet, equipped with SOLAS-compliant radar, GPS,

comprehensive marine services, including but not limited to harbour & ocean-going towage, marine
salvage and emergency response with our dedicated team working on and offshore in 24/7 standby

AIS and VHF


mode. We are proud to safeguard the Hong Kong environment and our clients’ interests.

implemented, certified by Lloyd’s Register


We pride ourselves being the only member of the International Salvage Union (ISU) in Hong Kong
and a corporate member of the China Rescue & Salvage Association. We strive to provide a one-stop
solution to cater to any marine occurrences at sea in the vicinity of Hong Kong.

Only tug provider in Hong Kong with International Safety Management (ISM) Code
Local and internationally-based marine specialists, including Salvage Masters, Naval Architects,
Surveyors, Salvage Divers and Salvage Engineers



One-stop service for:


Emergency Response



Marine Salvage



Oil Spill Response



Marine Fire Fighting



Crisis Management Consultancy

Hongkong Salvage & Towage
Phone: (852) 2612 6800 (24-hour)
Fax: (852) 2480 5894
Email: hkst@hktug.com
Website: www.hktug.com

